Community
and Dementia:
Creating Better
Lives in Forth Valley
learning event
Summary and Evaluation

Our 10th Creating Better Lives conference took place on Thursday 27th
May 2021, and focussed on Forth Valley.
To deliver this online conference, the Trust worked in partnership with
individuals and organisations from across Forth Valley to design an event that
reflected on and celebrated what was happening locally to support people living
with dementia and their families.
In the lead up to all of our Creating Better Lives conferences, we hold
‘storytelling’ sessions for people with lived experience and those who work
closely with them to find out what is most important to them in their
communities, what they feel works well and what could be improved. By doing
this the Trust learns from them about what the local priorities are for the area
specifically.
During the Forth Valley conference, we discussed these priorities and also
looked at three local projects, and how they were supporting people living with
dementia and unpaid carers before and during the COVID pandemic.
This document is a brief summary of the event, which captures all of our
learning. We hope it will provide additional resources and opportunities for those
in Forth Valley to share this learning and showcase how local organisations are
working towards creating better lives for people who have direct experience of
dementia.
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Summary of the event
The webinar had two exceptional chairs – Karys Rutherford and May Wright.
May cared for her husband who had dementia, and is also the oldest volunteer
with Dementia Friendly Dunblane. Karys is currently a student, but became the
primary carer to her grandmother for a number of years between leaving school
and starting university. She still cares for her grandmother on weekends.
It was the first time that we had an intergenerational chairing team, and their
perspectives were extremely valuable.
May and Karys were joined in chairing duties by Kainde Manji from About
Dementia, who took us though our Q&A panel session.

Programme
The conference started with Arlene Crockett briefly setting the scene around our
regional events, before handing over to May and Karys who gave us an overview
of the conference, and then introduced the section on local priorities.
Before all of the Trust’s regional events, in order to identify local priorities, we
organise a series of storytelling sessions, facilitated by the Village Storytelling
Centre (VSC). During these sessions, we hear first-hand about what really
matters to people with dementia, unpaid carers and those who work with and
support them in the region. The Forth Valley storytelling sessions involved
several unpaid carers, one person living with dementia and some staff/
volunteers who support them. What they told us is reflected in the local
priorities.
After showing a short presentation about the Village Storytelling Centre’s
approach, Arlene talked about what came out of the Forth Valley sessions and
shared the local priorities for improving the day-to-day experience of dementia
across communities in Forth Valley. You can find these local priorities on page 8.
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‘Focus on Local’ presentations
An important purpose of the conference was to shine a light on the creative and
innovative work happening in Forth Valley, and for local organisations to share
learning.
First, we heard about the wonderful work of Alzheimer Scotland and their
amazing band of volunteers in Alloa. Together, they raised £100,000 to get
a new dementia resource centre up and running, so that they could support
even more people living with dementia and unpaid carers. Justine Nicolson
and Donna Paterson from Alzheimer Scotland, along with volunteer Caroline
Crawford, spoke about how they went about raising such a huge sum of money,
and the services they provide. The volunteers were involved every step of the
way, from sourcing the premises to the ultimate design, and their expertise as
present and former carers influenced what services are being offered. “Being
involved gave us a real sense of purpose and the determination to reach
our goal for such a worthwhile project.”
They were followed by ‘Our Connected Neighbourhoods’, which is a
partnership of 14 organisations in Stirling. They worked together to make
Stirling town centre – and the wider area – dementia friendly and inclusive. This
means good access to buildings, proper and readable signage, safe pavements,
having lots of places to sit... and the project was co-led by people living with
dementia themselves. Contributors included Richard Ward, Martin Quirk,
Kevin Harrison, Margaret Innes and Keir Stevenson.
To round up the presentations, we looked at the brilliant work of Dementia
Friendly Dunblane. Before COVID, the project supported individuals living with
dementia and their carers with a memory café, a singing group and a lunch
club among other things. Since lockdown, like so many others, they have had
to adapt their support services. Breda Seaman, the co-ordinator for Dementia
Friendly Dunblane spoke more about this and was joined by unpaid carers
Gillian Rutherford, Veryan Farr and Sally Weeks, who reflected on their
experiences looking after their loved ones. Volunteer Claire Watts also told
us how local children have played a big part in helping to keep support going.
“Dementia Friendly Dunblane has been an eye opener, and my life saver.”
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After the presentations, Kainde Manji, from About Dementia, chaired the Q&A
panel session, during which the panellists discussed the local priorities and
what is needed to realise them in Forth Valley.
Arlene Crockett then talked about the Trust’s small grants programme and the
next steps for creating better lives in Forth Valley. She issued a call to action,
urging groups and local organisations to apply for a grant, and for everyone to
take the learning from the event and do something with it.
To round up the event, co-chairs May and Karys gave their final remarks and
thanks.
If you would like to watch the full webinar or some of the presentations, you
can do so here: https://www.lifechangestrust.org.uk/community-and-dementiacreating-better-lives-forth-valley
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Care is a Big Word
During the storytelling sessions, participants discussed what ‘Care’ means to
them. This is what they said:
»

Care is true love. It’s keeping someone safe and engaging
them as much as you can.

»

It’s going above and beyond, becoming an advocate, and not
just responding to people’s basic needs.

»

Care is about providing stimulation. It’s about pushing to get
what you want, as well as getting people to ask for help for
you.

»

It’s about taking advantage of opportunities.

»

It’s helping people not to fear losing their independence, while
supporting people to be independent.

»

It’s being looked after.

»

It’s about challenging the story. “There’s no ending to the story
with dementia, there’s only volumes.”

»

Care is individualised, and recognises the different things that
matter to different people.

»

It’s being trusted. It’s being respected.

»

It’s about changing perceptions.

»

It’s about being a spokesperson, breaking barriers and
encouraging communities. “Who helps? Who looks after them?
Who speaks on their behalf?”

»

Care means taking a different road.

»

It’s taking care of each other, each other’s needs.

»

It’s putting your life on hold. It’s isolating. It’s lonely.

»

It’s remaining in control of important decisions.

»

It’s trying to keep everything as before. It’s quite a load.

»

It’s learning to look forward, but not too far.

»

Care is at the heart of everything
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Forth Valley Local Priorities
Here is what people with dementia, unpaid carers and those who work with them
in Forth Valley said were their priorities in their communities.

Priority 1: A diagnosis of dementia too often leads to feelings
of isolation and stigma. Communities need to be much more
aware and better informed about dementia, it’s nothing to be
scared of.

“Friends start disappearing, they steer away
from you and doors start closing.”
“I have dementia. I want to talk about it openly
and help change the culture of silence around
this illness.”

Priority 2: Trying to get support can be totally overwhelming.
Navigating the sea of bureaucracy with different agencies,
and being asked to share a story again and again can be ‘very
confusing.’ There is also no consistency across council areas.
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“I’d have liked a reply to a phone call or an
email. Not having to phone every day for a week
or a fortnight to get a response from social
work or a district nurse. Not endlessly telling
the same story over and over again to different
people.”
“We need a ‘one-stop shop’ where people can
get all the info and support they need in one
space - how about a community run info hub?”

Priority 3: Talking to other people who are also carers or who
also live with dementia is crucial. They can advise you who
to call for support and help you navigate the maze. You only
learn these lessons from talking.

“I can be their voice, tell them who to call,
make the call if they need me to … I have been
through it too.”
“Let it out, let us know how you’re feeling.”
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Priority 4: Carers can feel undervalued and patronised by
services - they need to understand that when carers call, they
are often at the end of their tether or in crisis. Carers need a
voice and huge support.

“You become a non-person when you become a
carer.”
“The weight of caring can be overwhelming.
Especially when you’re tired.”
“People with the best intentions tell you to look
after yourself, but you have to support people to
help them to do that.”

Priority 5: A diagnosis of dementia does not mean you
are ‘totally gone’. But you need the right support to stay
connected and be able to make meaningful decisions for
yourself. More structured person-centred support is needed.

“If you don’t have that support, you feel
powerless.”
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“If you understand the person, you can
understand how to care for them.”
“My doctor knows me and that counts for a lot.”

Priority 6: There needs to be more emphasis on training and
awareness for those who support unpaid carers and people
living with dementia. Staff want to do their best, and provide
the best support for individuals. But they also need to know
what other services are out there.

“There’s no joined-up thinking...lots of good
things are happening but we, as staff, don’t
always know about them.”
“We’re not getting it right for our staff.”
“Until there’s a cure, there’s only care.”
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Key Discussion Points
During the event, the panel discussed the local priorities and answered
questions from delegates. Kainde Manji chaired the session, and the panel
members were:
 Nicola Wood, Interim Lead Nurse for Care Homes, NHS Forth Valley
 Daniel Lafferty, Strategy & Engagement Officer, Town Break Stirling
 Paul Barrowman, SDS Client Liaison Officer, Self-Directed Support Forth Valley
 Natalie Masterson, CEO, Stirling Voluntary Enterprise
 May Wright, former unpaid carer
 Karys Rutherford, unpaid carer
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Role of communities in reducing isolation and stigma and examples of
best practice
 Town Break has a lot of work underway. However, it has been slowed down by
the pandemic. Prior to COVID, they worked with Alzheimer Scotland to identify
what types of services were available in Stirling and if they were addressing the
needs of people with dementia and unpaid carers. Moving forward, something
similar to this, involving a variety of people, would be very helpful in making
sure that the support provided is addressing people’s needs. It needs to be a
coordinated approach to avoid overlapping.
 The Third Sector has been central to support during COVID: it was people in
the communities who stepped up. Volunteers “have been the life and blood
of our communities.”
 COVID has made very clear that the place where you live has never been more
important. People with dementia and unpaid carers should be asked: “What
does a good life in your community look like?”
 It is very important to have a good balance between specialised services for
people with dementia and unpaid carers, and other open, inclusive community
groups.
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Making places open and accessible for people with dementia within their
communities
 Our Connected Neighbourhoods developed a toolkit with people with
dementia, unpaid carers and partner agencies over three years. They have
started a pilot phase during which the tools will be tested in different pilot
areas (e.g. Alloa Access Panel, Dollar Community Development Trust, Scottish
Canals…). The tools will be available beyond the project.
 Using creative processes and arts as a tool to engage people in their local
community can be extremely useful.
 There is a huge national development policy around neighbourhoods. Local
area planning is key.
 Care homes can play a real key role in placemaking within local
neighbourhoods, opening their doors and becoming a hub for people with
dementia living at home and unpaid carers.

Self-Directed Support (SDS)
 Things have changed hugely in the last 40 years, but there is still room for
improvement. The Scottish Government launched a review of Self-Directed
Support, and standards have been introduced, which will hopefully advance
things going forward.
 The structures and processes are all in place, but they need to be improved,
as there is a bottleneck when it comes to people who could do with additional
support and aren’t able to access it.
 There is a ‘postcode lottery’ when it comes to SDS. Rural Stirling will have very
different access to support than more urban places.
 There is a possibility to be more flexible, people can pick their own provider,
and go back to the social work department and ask for this option. For
example, in rural Stirling, someone could cross the border and find a provider
in Perth, instead of Stirling town centre. The council will enter an agreement
with the provider and the person will not have to deal with the budget.
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 SDS must be built around people and their needs. There are good examples
of SDS becoming much more personalised, with access to art groups or gym
memberships, or access to carers outwith the traditional care package (e.g.
a more personalised bedtime routine at a time that suits the person with
dementia).
 It is essential to make people aware of the different options and to advocate
for Self-Directed Support. We must allow people to have an informed choice,
and fully explain the options available.

Impact of the pandemic and how to build back better
 There is no guidance at the moment for groups like the Dunblane Memory
Café, which include volunteers. The current hospitality guidance doesn’t allow
for the café to reopen, as it would only let in very small numbers of people.
Specific guidance from the government is essential. Staff/volunteers are
looking into having small bubbles in the sensory garden and inviting small
groups, so that they can still meet.
 There is a lot of hesitancy and apprehension about coming back to public
spaces and mixing with communities again. Mask wearing is difficult for
people with dementia.
 Peer support and befrienders are absolutely vital. It’s been very clear with
the soup deliveries, people want social interaction and a blether. “We are very
lucky to have Dementia Friendly Dunblane, the service and interactions came
to us.”
Influence of the local priorities on the dementia strategy and planning
work
 The local priorities will be taken to the Health and Social Care Partnership
and will feed the discussions around improving Self-Directed Support and
participation and engagement, so that the voices of people with dementia and
unpaid carers are heard continuously.
 The NHS has recently commissioned a project to look at the dementia
pathway as a whole, from pre-diagnosis to diagnosis and the different stages
of support after that. The stories and local priorities are so rich, they should be
feeding into this pathway.
 Working together and sharing learning is the way forward to better services
within the area.
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Feedback / Quotes

Event Chat (Zoom)
“Brilliant to see an example of looking beyond
accessibility being ‘too difficult’ or ‘too expensive’ to
achieve. Well done OCN!”

“It’s been such a very tough time over the past year,
really wonderful to hear the difference that Dementia
Friendly Dunblane has made. Thank you for all the very
personal stories you’ve shared here. It is so very powerful
to hear your experiences.”

“Very moving stories from carers and volunteers in
Dunblane. One has to wonder why it is so difficult to
get support from official services during Covid and yet
volunteers can provide it?”

“I think it might be helpful to do some case studies on
different examples of self-directed services in practice.
That might help fire imaginations and help people see the
benefits of sharing the options. I think it must be hard for
health and social care staff who don’t know how diverse
the services that can be commissioned can be - because
they don’t know all the possible delivery organisations
and different models of care and support possible.”
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“A lot of what I’ve heard relates to connections and
people coming together. I liked the idea of a local
information hub where services can connect with each
other but also where families living in Forth Valley can
cut through the maze and find out what help and support
is out there.”

“The communities are doing an amazing job and it’s is
such a valuable part of the dementia journey, and I feel
strongly that the local government need to take heed of
this and provide the best possible social care services
support for people living with dementia and their families
and carers. It needs to be central to moving forward in
HSCP.”

“Excellent discussion thanks everyone. Let’s see the
actions!”
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Getting in touch
If you have any queries or wish to share your
views and ideas, you can contact the Life
Changes Trust in a number of ways:
Phone:

0141 212 9600

Email:

enquiries@lifechangestrust.org.uk

Website:

www.lifechangestrust.org.uk

